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Abstract

The recent advance in wireless network technologies has
enabled the streaming media service on the mobile devices
such as PDAs and cellular phones. Since the wireless net-
work has low bandwidth channels and mobile devices are
actually composed of limited hardware specifications, the
transcoding technology is needed to adapt streaming media
to the given mobile devices. When large scale mobile clients
demand the streaming service, load distribution Methods
among transcoding servers highly impact on the total num-
ber of QoS streams. In this paper, the resource weighted
load distribution Method is proposed for the fair load dis-
tribution and the more scalable performance in distributed
transcoding servers. Our proposed Method is based on the
weight of resources consumed for transcoding to classified
client grades and the maximum number of QoS streams ac-
tually measured in transcoding servers. The proposed pol-
icy is implemented on distributed transcoding system. In
experiments, we evaluate its fair load distribution and scal-
able performance according to the increase of transcoding
servers.

1. Introduction

Based on recently the amazing growth of telecommuni-
cation, computer and image compression technologies, the
streaming media service has been spotlighted in many mul-
timedia applications. The large amount of network traffics
and the high performance computing ability are inevitable
to support the QoS streams [1, 2, 3]. However, since the
wireless network has low bandwidth channels and many
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mobile devices compose of limited hardware specifications,
the transcoding technology is needed to adapt the originally
encoded MPEG media to the given mobile devices.

The transcoding system is usually composed of both the
multimedia server with the originally encoded MPEG me-
dia and the transcoding servers to perform the adapting to
the given environment. The multimedia server retrieves the
MPEG media and sends them to the selected transcoding
server. The transcoding server performs the transcoding to
original MPEG video and also sustains the streaming ser-
vice to the corresponding client. In particular, to provide
QoS for clients, it is inevitable to guarantee streaming me-
dia without ceasing and jittering phenomena [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

In this paper, the load distribution Methods for transcod-
ing jobs are studied in distributed servers. The cluster server
architecture has an advantage of the ratio of performance to
cost and is easily extended from the general PCs [5]. This
model usually consists of a front-end node and multiple
backend nodes. In our research, the front-end node is used
as a load distribution server and the backend nodes work
as transcoding servers. Based on load distribution Meth-
ods, the load distribution server distributes the transcod-
ing requests of clients into transcoding servers. To provide
the QoS streams for various kinds of mobile clients, we
propose the Resource Weight Load Distribution (RWLD)
Method in the distributed transcoding servers. For the crite-
ria of load distribution, we measure both the actual amounts
of resources consumed and the maximum number of QoS
streams by transcoding grades in each transcoding server.
From the load weights by transcoding grades, the intrinsic
property of streaming media can be reflected in the load dis-
tribution mechanism. And also, the two types of measured
information are utilized as the threshold point of admis-
sion control to guarantee QoS for all clients. The proposed
Method is implemented on distributed transcoding system
together with other load distribution Methods. From our
experiments, the RWLD Method shows the fair load distri-
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bution in the heterogeneous transcoding servers and it leads
to better performance scalability according to the increase
of transcoding servers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2
describes related work for our research. In sect. 3, the
RWLD Method is proposed to achieve the fair load distribu-
tion and more scalable performance in distributed transcod-
ing servers. Sect. 4 explains our actual experimental envi-
ronment. In sect. 5, the performance of the RWLD Method
is evaluated and compared to other load distribution Meth-
ods. Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

2.1. MPEG Profile

Mobile devices have their own the computing power,
memory, network capacity. To adapt their working envi-
ronment, the streaming media should be transformed from
the original contents. There are MPEG media specifications
to support the streaming media to mobile devices [8, 9].
Table 1 shows the MPEG profile composed of video size,
frame rate, bit rate based on the operating environment of
the streaming media service. As shown the Table 1, the
MPEG media can be classified by 4 grades and each grade
designates its own working mobile device.

Table 1. Specification of MPEG Profile
Grade Video Frame Bit Mobile device

size rate rate device
(kbps)

SQCIF 128 X 96 15 50 Cellular phone
QCIF 176 X 144 15 70 PDA
CIF 352 X 288 26 100 Laptop PC

4CIF 704 X 576 30 200 Desktop PC

2.2. Load Distribution Methods

Many researches were undertaken for the load distribu-
tion Methods in distributed servers. In particular, the dis-
tributed server architecture has been utilized in the Web
server, game server and file server areas. As representa-
tive Methods in these areas, there are RR(Round Robin),
LC(Least Connection), WRR(Weighted Round Robin),
DWRR(Dynamic Weighted Round Robin) and so on.

The RR Method allocates servers according to the se-
quence of job arrival. Since the RR does not consider the
state of servers and the intrinsic features of jobs, it is diffi-
cult to attain the effective load distribution among servers.
The LC Method uses the count of clients connected to each
server. This Method chooses the server with the least count

value. The WRR Method designates the different weight
to each server based on the capability of servers. This
approach can not reflect the state of servers dynamically
changed. To address the problem, the DWRR Method is
suggested. For jobs distributing to servers, this Method con-
siders the current state of backend servers.

3. Resource Weight Load Distribution Method

To provide the QoS streams for various kinds of mo-
bile clients, we propose the Resource Weight Load Distri-
bution (RWLD) Method. For the RWLD Method, the ac-
tual amounts of resources consumed for transcoding should
be measured on the individual transcoding servers by the
grades of mobile device. After that, the maximum numbers
of QoS streams by transcoding grades are measured on each
transcoding server. Based on the two types of measured in-
formation, the RWLD Method manages the fair load distri-
bution among heterogeneous distributed servers as well as
provides the scalable performance according to the increase
of transcoding servers.

3.1. Resource Consumption by Transcoding
Grades

To find the actual amount of resources consumed for
each transcoding grade, we measure the usage of CPU,
memory and network bandwidth exhausted by the classified
grades described in the Table 1. A Desktop PC has a role for
a transcoding server which is composed of 1.4 GHz CPU,
256 Mbytes Memory, and 100 Mbps Network Bandwidth.
The Linux operating system is deployed and the FFMPEG
program is used for the transcoding of MPEG media [4].

Table 2 shows the experimental results for transcoding
10 4CIF grade movies into SQCIF, QCIF and CIF grade
respectively. As experimental results, we find that the
transcoding for the same grade results in the almost same
resource consumption rates regardless of which movies are
selected. As shown in this Table, the CPU consumption
rate is the highest among all resources. Based on the con-
stant resource consumption rates, the resource weight for
the corresponding transcoding grade can be computed in
each transcoding server.

3.2. Resource Weight Table

Under the RWLD Method, the load distribution server
uses the Resource Weight Table (RWT) for the fair load
distribution and the admission control for guaranteed the
QoS. The RWT is composed of 4 items such as the resource
weight, maximum streams, total resource weight and accu-
mulated weight. The first item means the relative resource
consumption weights by transcoding grades. It is driven by
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Table 2. Resource Consumption Rates by
Transcoding Grades

Grage CPU Memory Network
(%) (Mbytes) (Kbps)

SQCIF 8.3 5.7 50
QCIF 8.5 5.8 70
CIF 16.3 6.4 100

the fastest exhausted resource when each transcoding server
transcodes the original MPEG media into the corresponding
grades. Table 3 shows the pseudo codes for computing the
relative weight of transcoding grades in each transcoding
server. M is the available memory in a transcoding server. B
is the available network bandwidth. C is the available CPU
capacity. Using the index i for the transcoding grade, Qci,
Qri and Qmi are denoted as the CPU usage, network usage
and memory usage for the corresponding transcoding grade
i. For example, if we have 4 grades such as SQCIF, QCIF,
CIF, 4CIF, the notations of CPU usages are Qc1, Qc2, Qc3
and Qc4 respectively. And also, the Wn means the relative
resource consumption weight for transcoding grade n.

Table 3. Pseudo Codes for Resource Weight
Computation

if ( M/Qmi ≥ B/Qri ≥ C/Cmi ) {
// CPU is exhausted firstly
Wn = QCn×100

∑ i
k=1 QCk

(n=1,2,...,i) — equation (1)

}
else if ( B/Qri ≥ C/Qri ≥ M/Qmi ) {
// Memory is exhausted firstly
Wn = Qmn×100

∑ i
k=1 Qmk

(n=1,2,...,i) — equation (2)

}
else if ( C/Qci ≥ M/Qmi ≥ B/Cri ) {
// Network is exhausted firstly
Wn = Qrn×100

∑ i
k=1 Qrk

(n=1,2,...,i) — equation (3)

}

Since the firstly exhausted resource restricts the total
number of transcoding requests, the RWLD Method uses
its property to compute the resource weight Wn. As shown
in the following pseudo codes, the resource weight Wn

for each transcoding grade is determined by the firstly ex-
hausted resources. The C/Qci, M/Qmi, B/Qri designate the
number of transcoding requests under available the CPU ca-
pacity, the memory space and the network bandwidth re-
spectively. Among them, the smallest number determines
the relative resource weight Wn of all transcoding grades in
the corresponding server. If the CPU is the firstly exhausted

resource in a transcoding server, the equation (1) of the Ta-
ble 3 is chosen to compute the relative resource weights.
After that, the results are recorded into the first item to the
corresponding server in the resource weight table, as shown
as Table 4.

Table 4. Snapshot of Resource Weight Table
on Initial Stage

Transcoding Server A
resource maximum total accumulated
weight streams resource weight

weight
SQCIF 25 8 200 0
QCIF 35 7 245 0
CIF 40 6 240 0

The maximum streams means the maximum number of
QoS streams by transcoding grades in each transcoding
server. This value is also achieved throughout the actual
measurement. The total resource weight is computed by
multiplying the resource weight item and the maximum
stream. This value represents the total resource weight guar-
anteed the QoS by transcoding grades in each transcoding
server. The accumulated weight means the resource weight
accumulated in the corresponding transcoding server by
currently executing transcoding jobs. In initial stage, the
accumulated weight is zero.

3.3. Load Distribution and Admission Con-
trol

In the distributed server architecture, each server has the
same hardware specifications or not. Using the heteroge-
neous transcoding servers, each server shows up different
resource consumption rates during transcoding operations.
In the RWT, the resource weight and accumulated weight
items are exploited for the load distribution among hetero-
geneous transcoding servers. By looking at the performance
of individual servers on the classified transcoding grades,
the RWLD Method can apply the fair load distribution to
heterogeneous distributed transcoding servers.

To guarantee QoS to all serviced streams, the admission
control is inevitable in the streaming media service. If a
new transcoding request ruins the QoS for currently ser-
viced all streams, the admission control should reject the
new client request to protect the existing clients. In our
RWLD Method, the load distribution server performs the
load distribution role as well as the admission control mis-
sion.

Fig. 1 is the flow chart of the load distribution and the
admission control in the RWLD Method. As shown in this
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Figure 1. Flow Chart of RWLD Method

figure, the load distribution server initializes the RWT infor-
mation and waits for client requests. To every transcoding
requests, the RWLD Method searches a transcoding server
with the minimum accumulated weight so that the fair load
distribution can be maintained. In addition, to guarantee
the QoS for currently serviced streams, the RWLD Method
performs the admission control to the new transcoding re-
quest. If the admission is accepted, the new client request is
sent to the selected transcoding server and its accumulated
weight is updated. However, if the accumulated weight in-
cluding the new request is over the total resource weight of
the selected transcoding server, it is regarded as not eligible
state for guaranteeing the QoS. In this case, since the new
client request can destroy the QoS for currently serviced all
clients, the admission control rejects the new client request.

4. Experimental Environment

In our experiment, the transcoding servers are composed
of the 3 kinds of cluster systems. Total number of transcod-
ing servers is 23 nodes. The cluster 1, 2 systems have 8
nodes respectively and the cluster 3 has 7 nodes. All nodes
within a cluster system have the same hardware specifica-
tion but the cluster systems have different hardware specifi-
cations.

We use the yardstick program to measure the perfor-
mance of our distributed transcoding servers [10]. The
yardstick program consists of the virtual load generator and
the virtual client daemon.

The virtual load generator is located in the load dis-
tributed server. It generates client’s transcoding requests
based on the 3 parameters such as the distribution of
transcoding grades, client’s preferences to movies and
client’s arrival rate. Among the mobile devices, since the
cellular phone takes a larger portion, we apply the Zipf dis-
tribution with the skew factor 0.271 to the transcoding from
4CIF grade to SQCIF grade [11]. The movies used in the
Sect. 3.1 are used in our experiments. We regard that the
popularity of each movie also follows a Zipf distribution
with the skew factor 0.271. To the client’s arrival rate, we

use the Poisson distribution with λ=0.25 [10, 12]. The
virtual client daemon locates in test-bed PCs for clients.
Based on the MPEG profile specification of Table 1, the
virtual client daemon measures the time elapsed for receiv-
ing the stipulated frame rate and bit rates of the requested
transcoded movies. If the elapsed time is below 1 second,
the virtual client daemon remains in an idle state until 1 sec-
ond period passes.

5. Performance Evaluation

From the implemented distributed transcoding system,
the performance of the RR, DWRR and RWLD Methods are
measured. As performance metrics, we designate 2 metrics.
The first is the amount of CPU consumed according to the
increase of clients because the CPU is the fastest exhausted
resource in our previous experiment. As a second metric,
the total number of QoS streams is selected to evaluate the
scalable performance of tested Methods.

5.1. CPU Consumption Rates

Fig. 2 shows the amount of CPU usage of transcoding
servers under RR, DWRR, RWLD Methods. We used 23
transcoding servers involved in 3 kinds of cluster system.
On account of space in this figure, we chose 2 transcoding
servers from each cluster system. The A node and B node is
from the cluster system 1. The C node and D node belongs
to the cluster system 2. The E node and F node is from the
cluster system 3.

As shown in the Fig. 2, the RR Method results in the dif-
ferent amounts of CPU usage among transcoding servers.
The reason is that transcoding jobs are distributed based on
just the arrival order. In particular, since the RR Method
does not distinguish transcoding grades, it allows the over-
loaded transcoding servers and the underloaded servers to
exist together. In the point of 120 clients, the CPU of the
server A, C, E becomes saturate as 100% utilization rates,
whereas the other servers do not.

In the DWRR Method, transcoding servers send their
current resource usages to the load distribution server by
periodically. Based on this information, this Method main-
tains the load distribution among transcoding servers. If the
CPU usage of some transcoding servers reaches 100% uti-
lization, this Method does not require additional transcod-
ing jobs to these servers. Since the workload conges-
tion to some specific transcoding servers is avoided, the
DWRR Method does not destroy the QoS of all serviced
streams. However, the load distribution server has over-
heads to communicate with transcoding servers. In addi-
tion, since the DWRR Method uses just the CPU utilization
rate as an admission control, it does not reflect the intrin-
sic characteristic of streaming media in real time require-
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Figure 2. RR (Round Robin) Method

ment. Thus, even if the CPU utilization reaches 100%, the
additional transcoding requests could be serviced to clients
within the limited range. However, as shown in the figure
2, the DWRR Method shows fair load distribution among
transcoding servers and does not ruin the QoS of all streams
being serviced.

As shown in this Figure, the RWLD Method main-
tains the fair load distribution among transcoding servers
like the DWRR Method. Since the DWRR uses the re-
source weights and the maximum streams according to the
transcoding grades as the criteria of the load distribution and
the admission control, there are no communication over-
heads between transcoding servers and the load distribu-
tion server. In addition, even if the CPU utilization reaches
100%, the additional transcoding jobs could be accepted
in the range of proposed admission control mechanism.
By considering the intrinsic property of streaming media,
the RWLD Method contributes the fair load distribution as
well as the scalable performance in distributed transcoding
servers.

5.2. Performance Scalability

Fig. 3 shows the total number of QoS streams supported
by RR, DWRR, RWLD Methods accordingly as the number
of transcoding servers is increased. The QoS is the most im-
portant mandatory requirement in the streaming media ser-
vice. If the serviced streams are insufficient to guarantee the
QoS requirement by transcoding grades, those streams can
not involve in the total number of QoS streams. For our ex-
periments, the load generator invokes 294 transcoding jobs.
Under the Zipf distribution with 0.271 skew factor, the SQ-

CIF grade is 44, the QCIF is 86 and the CIF is 64.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the maximum number of clients

increases proportional to the number of transcoding servers
in all Methods. In the RR Method, the overloaded servers
with the congestion of transcoding jobs can not satisfy the
QoS requirement. In particular, new transcoding requests
allocated to the saturated servers has a negative impact on
other QoS streams being serviced. From this reason, the RR
Method shows the relatively low performance improvement
across the increase of transcoding servers.

The DWRR Method does not consider the minimum
amount of CPU consumed for transcoding to the desired
transcoding grade. Even if the CPU utilization reaches
100%, it is possible to perform additional transcoding and
streaming jobs within the range of satisfying the QoS re-
quirement. The DWRR Method does not consider this char-
acteristic of streaming media. In addition, to monitor the
CPU usages of transcoding servers, it has the communica-
tion overhead between transcoding servers and the load dis-
tribution server periodically. This overhead results in the
further increase of the CPU usage in transcoding servers.
As a result, the overhead itself and the failure to notice for
the intrinsic property of streaming media have a negative
impact on the performance scalability.

On the other hand, the RWLD Method uses both the
resource weight consumed and the maximum number of
streams by transcoding grades as the criterion of the load
distribution and the admission control. Based on these
two types of pre-measured information, this Method not
only fully reflects the intrinsic property of streaming media
but also has no communication overheads to monitor the
state information of the resources in transcoding servers.
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Figure 3. Performance Scalability

Based on these advantages, even if the CPU utilization
reaches 100%, the RWLD Method can require the addi-
tional transcoding jobs within the range of satisfying the
QoS requirement corresponding to each transcoding grade.
As a result, the RWLD Method has been the best scal-
able performance among the experimented load distribution
Methods.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the load distribution Methods are studied
in the distributed transcoding servers. The load distribu-
tion Method should provide the fair load distribution and
scalable performance. We proposed the RWLD Method
used the actual amount of resources consumed by transcod-
ing grades and the maximum number of QoS streams in
transcoding servers.

In our heterogeneous distributed transcoding servers,
we had evaluated the fair load distribution and the scal-
able performance of the RR, DWRR and RWLD Meth-
ods. The RWLD Method maintained the fair load distri-
bution among transcoding servers. This Method used the
resource weights and the maximum streams as the crite-
ria of the load distribution and the admission control. By
the two types of pre-measured information, this Method not
only reflects the intrinsic property of streaming media but
also has no communication overheads to monitor the work-
ing state of transcoding servers. From our experiments,
since the RWLD Method performed the admission control
based on the QoS requirements of the classified transcoding
grades, it showed more linear performance scalability than
other Methods.
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